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1: Editorial: Looking beyond e-mail -- FCW
This bulletin summarizes the information found in NIST SP Domain Name System-Based Electronic Mail Security, which
describes a security platform for trustworthy email exchanges across organizational boundaries.

Getting familiar with a shiny new. While some IHEs have been managing homegrown e-mail systems or
off-the-shelf e-mail servers, others have favored a hosted solution provided by external vendors for a long
time. Usually charged by the number of accounts, disk space, and bandwidth usage, the outsourced e-mail
solution offers flexibility and peace of mind. But the price to pay has almost always been far higher. Waging a
war to grab and keep the eyeballs of more and more users, Microsoft--quickly followed by Google in put this
e-mail outsourcing equation upside down in This paradigm shift even pushed some e-mail solutions providers
serving the higher education market, such as Mirapoint, to come up with attractive new options. Last
December, the company that provides appliance-based comprehensive messaging solutions to more than
institutions around the world counterattacked with an offer designed to grab the attention of e-mail
outsourcing proponents. Earlier versions of Microsoft and Google e-mail services were designed with the
same type of ads served on any regular Gmail or Hotmail e-mail accounts. However, this setting was quickly
waived for students by both companies. Even though both Microsoft and Google have shown a strong
commitment to education, the move to remove ads from free student accounts had nothing to do with altruism.
It simply made sense for the business. Google looks at this service as a way to grow its user base and an
investment that will pay off in the long term. We turn webmail banner ads on when students graduate and
become alumni," says Bruce Gabrielle, Microsoft Live edu senior product manager. Today, Microsoft and
Google report thousands of colleges, universities, and K schools enrolled in their respective programs around
the world. Both have been hard at work to convince even more institutions to adopt their free services. In
March , South Dakota State University was among the first five institutions retained for the beta test of Live
edu. Ball State University Ind. The institution needed a vehicle to communicate with more than just a fraction
of its student population. Most students were using Hotmail as their personal primary e-mail service. From 1,
e-mail accounts in to 12, now, South Dakota State University has come a long way and reached a student
e-mail usage rate of almost 80 percent. The day Arizona State announced the new service in , students
converted their e-mail accounts to Gmail for ASU at the rate of per hour. In the first two weeks, several
thousand more made the switch. While these early adopters have been satisfied by their decision to outsource
all or part of their e-mail operations to Microsoft or Google, administrators at most IHEs are probably
wondering if their own institutions should follow these trailblazers. Who will be legally responsible for its
integrity, security, and privacy? It can even get more complex for public universities, as other state regulations
may apply. Although the final answers to these questions will have to be specifically addressed in contractual
terms, Google and Microsoft offer several blanket guarantees in terms of server backup, redundancy, security,
and privacy. As the leaders of the e-mail market, both companies are used to protecting huge amounts of data
and, as a result, have implemented very reliable and secure systems. Privacy requirements can be slightly
different in higher education to what Microsoft and Google were used to. For example, with the protection of
educational records under FERPA, both companies quickly understood that compliance was a crucial
condition to service adoption among institutions. Tracy Mitrano, director of IT policy at Cornell University,
says the best way to handle concerns over privacy issues in the case of e-mail outsourcing is to make clear in
the contract that the vendor will follow the set of rules defined by the institution itself. Microsoft and Google
also provide access to end-user accounts to help administrators deal with discovery requests or other internal
processes. At Microsoft, the introduction of Exchange Labs as an alternative to Hotmail has resulted in a lot
more control over the content of student inboxes. Administrators can confirm if an e-mail was delivered. Are
these services really free? What are the real costs or savings associated with their implementation and their
maintenance? Microsoft Live edu and Google Apps for Edu are indeed offered at no cost to colleges and
universities. While Google indicates on its website that no server, no hardware, and no consulting are required,
Microsoft does mention a premium option offering a more automated "set it and forget it" synchronization,
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Microsoft Identity Lifecycle Manager, which comes with some software requirements and attached costs. At
Bryant University R. The regular costs associated with these requirements would definitely prevent Bryant
from offering this service to its alumni. Not bad for 12, e-mail accounts. When discussions started with
Google, CIO Kevin Roberts was looking for a new full-time e-mail administrator after the job became vacant.
Once the decision was made to go with Google, the funds for this full-time position were reallocated toward a
higher-level developer position instead. The feedback is similar at ASU. It sounds too good to be true. What
downsides should be included in a presentation for the executive administrator team? The following points
will help anyone avoid sounding like a Google fanatic or a Microsoft evangelist. While the familiarity with the
e-mail interface might be a given for students and young alums, some staff and faculty members will resist
this newly imposed change to their daily routine. More training and support might be necessary to help some
users overcome the stress generated by the switch. Moving thousands of e-mail accounts from a local network
to the internet will also have some impact on bandwidth usage--especially if students start to use heavily the
other collaboration features also offered for documents, photos, events, and more. The resulting higher
demand might not be a showstopper, depending on the institution, but it will definitely need to be factored into
the equation. Last but not least, the biggest questions your institution will need to address might require a
crystal ball or a knowledgeable insider at Google or Microsoft: Will these solutions remain free forever? With
the answer to these questions, it will be time to make a final decision on this new type of e-mail outsourcing.
That is, unless the decision is to follow the path of Drexel University Pa. In January , the university launched
LinkEdu for its students. Students have the option to use any or all of the LinkEdu services, and each account
comes with a different drexel.
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2: Going beyond E-Mail and Calendar - Microsoft Tech Community Get this from a library! Electronic mail and beyond: a user's handbook of personal computer communications. [Carl
Townsend].

By Mark Lanfear July 10, "Ideally, electronic communication should be used to supplement face-to-face
communication" The goal of this column is to highlight our use and perception of electronic communication,
specifically text-based electronic communication, including email, instant messaging, text messaging, and the
social media networks, and how it impacts our interpersonal professional relationships in the life sciences
industry. I would suggest that knowing how electronic communication affects our relationships will ensure
that we use electronic communication to its fullest potential and in the most effective way. The advent of
electronic communication, facilitated in countless forms by the Internet, is now changing the life sciences and
all the work that we do. Electronic mail, or email, was one of the first changes in how companies now use
technology to communicate with individuals. The ability to release information to many different people at
once, without calling a meeting or requiring the printing of the materials, turned into a money- and
time-saving practice. Some immediate positives of email were the speed of delivery and the reduction of paper
costs. But is the cure better than the disease? Now some people may spend more time on email than on actual
work. The sound of a new email being received and the tendency to check email frequently has led to
distracted workers. A poorly written email can lead to confusion rather than clarity in the workplace. Is the
potential for great scientific discoveries in and beyond being lost in electronic translation? We have all
realized that goals can be enhanced by collaboration with others across the campus or the globe, thanks to all
this modern communication. Instant messaging has been around since the s. It was primarily used by people to
communicate while doing academic work, to relay shorter concepts. Businesses realized the potential of
real-time communication at the computer between employees and implemented it. Instant messaging, or IM,
has allowed people to reach other people without having to use the phone. Many professionals are at their
workstations communicating via IM rather than walking a few steps or picking up the phone. Then there are
the little details of modern communication that can also wreak havoc on this experience. Still, in our
fast-paced work lives, these basics need to be remembered and heeded consistently. But what about some
email practices that could eliminate a lot of headaches for both the sender and receiver? If, for example, you
need to schedule time to collaborate with someone on a specific project, give several time options instead of
just one. Something else that is often overlooked in email communication is the importance of the simple act
of reading an entire email before replying. Skipping doing this invites confusion, making this type of
communication less effective rather than more so in some instances. However, email has become an important
tool of modern communication. Despite all this needed etiquette in the modern age of communication,
research still shows that for many people, face-to-face communication remains the gold standard. People
prefer to spend time with close family members and friends, as they feel doing so creates a stronger bond. It is
much the same when it comes to creating stronger relationships with the members of our professional teams.
Ideally, electronic communication should be used to supplement face-toface communication. Despite the fact
that misunderstandings can occur through electronic communication, it rarely leads to permanent damage in
professional relationships. Therefore, electronic communication should be used in accordance with the
corporate culture you are working in and to the degree to which the stakeholders in your business feel it can be
most effectively utilized. In some companies in our industry, the electronic relationships are well founded and
strong. All parties are very comfortable communicating through email, text, or social media. Other business
units, functions, or corporations are happier and more productive when communicating is aligned with
in-person interaction or through the good-old-fashioned phone call. By using the preferred form of
communication based on the needs and comfort of each business situation and the tasks at hand, a highly
effective balance can be struck between the foundational communication means of the present and the
ever-changing electronic forms of and beyond. Click here to subscribe to free newsletters from Lab Manager.
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3: Probabilistic Publishing - Decision Analysis and Game Theory Publications
Electronic Mail and Media for and Beyond As we've talked about many times in this column, technology has transformed
the life sciences in more radical ways than in most industries. Many of us went from bench work to office work.

March 10, By Jeff Yoders, Contributing Editor With smart phones, iPads, electronic submittals and RFIs
making their way to more construction sites and thoroughly permeating the design industry, project
information management has become just as important as 3D design and the software tools that enable it. In
the span of less than five years, Manchester, N. To date more than , terabytes of project data, million e-mails,
three million transmittals, and , submittals have been managed using Newforma Project Center. Newforma is
moving beyond its core e-mail, search, and information-sharing capabilities with the eighth edition of its
Newforma Project Center. Newforma Mobile for on-the-go access to project information via any smart phone;
Newforma Add-in for Autodesk Revit, which takes advantage of the more open Autodesk Revit API to
connect the Revit building model to information managed in Newforma Project Center; and Newforma
Contract Management, an electronic contract management program. For Newforma Project Center, Eighth
Edition, a new document control activity center has been added as a place to organize and track the issuance of
record documents for coordination, permitting, bidding, construction, and field records. The process of
tracking revisions of record documents which are mostly drawings, but could also include specifications and
other documents that get released during project design and construction can be organized in one place. Each
document in the Document Control activity center also has a complete revision history attached to it, including
dates of revisions and who made them. Information about the record documents can be edited through
Microsoft Excel and seamlessly updated in Newforma Project Center. You can also use the Document Control
activity center to manage sheet sets from the Autodesk Revit family of products as well as related project
processes such as action items, markup, RFIs, and change orders. Anyone from a subcontractor to the design
architect can access the latest version of any issued project document through Newforma Info Exchange or
Newforma Mobile. The next big change in Newforma Project Center is how it handles meeting minutes. You
can copy discussion items and add action items such as RFIs and submittals from Newforma Project Center to
the meeting agenda in the Newforma Meeting Minutes activity center. E-mail messages and supporting
documentation can also be filed to a meeting to add context or update a resolution to an issue. Finally, a new
activity center has been added just to manage project images. Multiple members of construction teams are
taking pictures daily and hundreds of project pictures can be uploaded to a project website daily. Historical
pictures can be critical to answering questions and resolving disputes, but IT directors often find themselves
dealing not just with hundreds of large image files but also redundant copies of images and image libraries that
are dumped into project folders by team members. The Project Images activity center enables design firms and
construction companies to take control of their images by applying the same powerful search index technology
Newforma Project Center uses for e-mail to image files. Photos and images can be located with ease
regardless of their location in project folders, and may be filtered, sorted, searched, and grouped by any image
file property, including EXIF properties such as camera model, date taken, tags, and subject. If you know a
certain team member uses a Canon camera, for example, you can limit your search to photos taken by a
Canon. These images can also be tagged with project keywords for search and filter-based discovery and
retrieval. The Project Images activity center also uses an interface very similar to the Windows Photo Viewer
interface that comes pre-installed with most desktop PCs in the U. The ability to securely transfer large project
files with automatic logging and tracking of who downloaded what and when has been significantly enhanced.
For example, project folders can also now be linked and automatically synchronized with folders on the Info
Exchange server. Typically, file transfers are still handled on many construction sites by FTP sites, which
have no audit trail and can be costly because FTP sites are usually hosted and priced by the number of
gigabytes uploaded to them. Batcheler says it was designed to work with any smart phone that has a mobile
Web Internet browser in order to support both remote users as well as to provide mobile access to invited
external team members. As BIM has moved beyond just the design team, Newforma found that many of its
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general contractor and specialty subcontractor customers were using Autodesk Revit. As noted above, you can
edit any of the information about the sheets in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The add-in can then push that
spreadsheet information back into the Revit model. The new Revit add-in can replace these in-house utilities.
The Revit add-in also connects a new Spatial Index activity center to the Revit building model. Everyone on
the Building Team can then access the latest spatial data from the Revit model without disturbing a Revit user
or needing to access Revit themselves. By moving that model information into Newforma Project Center, it
automatically makes it available to the whole team. This room and space data can also be directly edited
through Microsoft Excel. You can also launch standard Newforma action items inside of Revit and they will
be tracked in Newforma Project Center. Newforma Contract Management also manages other contract-related
activities, such as change orders, punch lists, and comprehensive document and contract change management.
The software is adaptable to any of the primary project delivery methods, including traditional
design-bid-build, design-build, fast track, and integrated project delivery methods. You can initiate, review, or
track any change in contract information in the Contract Management activity center. The importance of
relationships is also tracked throughout. All contract management capabilities are available via Newforma Info
Exchange to users with permission to see them. All of the products mentioned here are scheduled to be
commercially available in the second quarter of upon completion of product acceptance testing by
industry-leading AEC firms participating in the Newforma Limited Customer Release program.
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4: Official Online Coupons - Sign up for Printable Offers - Bed Bath & Beyond
The day Arizona State announced the new service in , students converted their e-mail accounts to Gmail for ASU at the
rate of per hour.

See other formats F HD Its aim is to develop a better understanding of the managerial issues of the s and how
to deal most effectively with them, particularly as these issues revolve around anticipated advances in
Information Technology. Assisting the work of the Sloan School scholars with financial support and as
working partners in research are: Those terms are misleading. Words such as "organization" and "networking"
do not conjure up as clear images, yet those terms come closer to describing the real power of this medium.
No terms borrowed from the past can fully define CAC. Never- theless, the main purpose of this paper is to
explain why electronic organization and expert networks are more powerful than familiar CAC forms, such as
electronic mail and computer conferencing. The essence of this new medium is unlike any previous form of
communication. Although mainly textual, CAC is less formal than most other writing and in fact seems more
like talking. That is partly due to the fact that computer storage makes it unnecessary to set the context for any
contribution to a continuing group dialogue. The comments before and after any single comment establish an
easily referenced context. Interacting more than expounding becomes the norm. Questions are often asked.
The best answers frequently come from surprising sources. An unknown peer with a relevant experience can
sometimes provide better help than a more famous expert, who may be less accessible or less articulate.
Interactive CAC requires norms that differ from both written and oral norms of the past. Though seeming
more like talking than writing, CAC lacks visual cues such as body language. Personal habits and cultural
norms only change if the payoff seems high enough to motivate making such changes. The greatest payoff
may be the collective wisdom that can be derived from this medium. The closest off-line analogy may be
found in the religious Meetings held by the Society of Friends. The thread of comments made by Quakers,
having the benefit of silent meditation between comments, can yield greater wisdom than is typically found in
any sermon by an individual preacher. The store-and-forward nature of most forms of CAC allows for a
similar type of mulling over that is not possible in more traditional types of synchronous, face-to- face
interaction. Yet, online interaction, even when not contemporaneous, is more time-effective because of the
convenience of not having to coordinate individual schedules in order to communicate. There is no wasted
time of the sort experienced in telephone tag on the average, five business calls are attempted for every one
that is completed , in traveling long distances to meetings, or in having to repeat what is conveniently retained
online. The dominant electronic metaphors for some years to come may continue to be "mail" and
"conferences" in order to attract the uninitiated to CAC as a substitute for those more familiar forms of
communication. However, once online, their new experiences can better be characterized by less
familiar-sounding phrases. They will most likely use electronic organization more than electronic mail, and
expert networks should prove to be more useful than computer conferences. Levels of Computer Aided
Communication If you were to tell me that you use CAC, I would want to know how deeply you have gotten
into using that medium. Are you a CHAT user? Do you use e-mail? Do you access electronic bulletin boards
or take part in computer conferences? I would be surprised if you have experienced many-to-many
communication, electronic organization, or expert networks, even though such systems now exist. You would
need definitions of these CAC system levels before you could readily say how deeply you would want to go
into this online world. And the deeper you go, the more like a world it seems to be. In order to emphasize key
CAC features, the following list of eight sj-stem types are represented as increasingly deeper levels, which
subsume whatever features are introduced at previous levels. Each successive level is characterized by having
a key feature that previous levels lacked. These shared topic files facilitate broadcasting of notes on a oneto-many basis. This topic Joining action establishes a user record that keeps track of what notes a user has seen
in any topic joined. Jkch time a user accepts new notes in that topic, his note marker is advanced so that, in
future online sessions, only new notes will be delivered to the user. Conferencing systems differ as to whether
delivery is automatic or not and whether joining is forced or not, but all conferencing systems include note
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markers. Participants can be geographically dispersed. As long as they are tied into the same computer and the
same software they can chat. Chat systems tend to be confined to trivial communications since the participants
are restricted to short textual messages typed in while the other party waits online for a response.
Many-to-many communication systems have topic branching as a key feature not found in earlier
conferencing systems. These systems allow participants to form special interest groups spontaneously as
subsets of larger groups. Groups of any size quickly convene from among the many. They see short notes
signaling the opening of topics that relate to other topics they previously had joined. They choose to join those
new topics or not. No delays from system operator intervention are required, as is the case for conferencing
systems that support relatively fixed groups. Electronic Kail Has Time Independence 6. Electronic
Organization Has Access Controls As the requirement for contemporaneous interaction is relaxed, one moves
to electronic mail. Now time like distance previously is removed as a constraint in getting notes
communicated, mostly on a one-to-one basis. Notes can be more thoughtful in that they can be longer, and
composed and sent at the leisure of the sender. They can also be absorbed better by being read at the
convenience of the receiver. Bulletin Boards Have Shared Topic Files There are now more local electronic
bulletin board systems in the United States than there are daily newspapers. This next Organization is
determined by how information is channeled among organization members. Electronic organization becomes
possible when flexible and powerful access controls are superimposed on a many-to-many communication
system. The introduction of electronic mail systems often have had unpredictable effects on the structure and
operations of organizations. Desired organizational effects can be planned and obtained when using more
advanced electronic organization systems. Users do not think of these systems as generic Computer Aided
Communication systems but rather as molded to more specific organizational purposes, such as project
coordination, sales management, or customer service. Expert Networks Have Knowledgebase Editing Not all
economic, political, and social activity is carried on through formal organizations. More and more work is
being done by less organization-dependent professionals. They earn their pay based upon their expertise,
which has to be renewed mainly through networking with their peers. Expert networks include tools for
purging or archiving the least referenced notes, tools for moving subtopics so that they are better indexed
under standard topic categories, tools for modifying topic openers to summarize notes that follow, and tools
for keyword search. Participation Systems Have Integrated Decision Tools Into CAC Decision support
systems for financial analysis and business planning ushered in the era of online computer end-users about two
decades ago. The earlier wave of computer users, the programmers, when compared to this second end-user
wave, was anall. Similarly now the third wave of computer users, the communicators, will make those
decision support end-users look small in number. The most powerful CAC systems of all will nave integrated
into them easy access to tools used by the earlier two waves of computer users. Polling, modeling, interactive
graphics and links to voice and video inputs and outputs will characterize these participation systems. I have
been among those working toward the develojment of such systems throughout the seventies and the eighties.
I do not expect such participation systems to emerge fully until the nineties. NETI , electronically coordinated
its business using the organization system which it developed and markets to other businesses. Some industry
observers who do not make the distinctions among system levels as discussed in the previous section of this
paper refer to this system as computer conferencing. Others view it as enhanced electronic mail. About twenty
access control switches can be set for any participant for any topic. There are a hall" dozen standard
combinations of these switch settings, even though thousands of access switch combinations are possible to
help shape highly specialized applications. As topic organizers they create branching topic structures and set
access controls for the topics within those structures. During that particular online session, I had 31 new notes
waiting to be read. All but the three personal notes addressed to me by name fell within 13 topics among
hundreds I previously had joined. These topics happened to have come from several levels of a topic structure
which began as: They could also open new topics within their own divisions of PSI. S, MIS It Ue prohablij
would have i.. If I had accepted the default READ action that was showing before I typed 1 1 , then I would
have simply read all of ny waiting Inbox notes in the order listed in the Inbox menu. On this particular day,
MIKE is in Japan and has just opened two new subtopics shown on this second screen. His topic openers are
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kept brief. The third screen shows that it has been a full month since any new notes had appeared in the
"JAPAN" topic. George Reinhart works mostly in his home in Allentown, Pennsylvania, while Ken Freeman,
who reports to George, is based at corporate headquarters now in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Their dialogue, as
shown on screen three of this example, is tjpical of how PSI coordinated work â€” in this case with Mike
being halfway around the world and Ken and George being their usual several hundred miles apart. Generic
systems ranging from electronic mail to electronic organization are only well received if they produce desired
results. Since mostly corporations pay the bills for the hardware, software, and personnel needed to support
such systems, the results that count most for businesses are results that improve their bottom lines â€” profits
â€” and their top lines â€” revenues. Therefore, it is to be expected that, ten years from now, it will not be
generic systems for e-mail or e-organization that will be seen to have succeeded. That supply-push or
technology-fix view will get displaced ty the demand-pull view that will emphasize cost-cutting and
revenue-generating. The demand-pull applications that participants will lose more and more will leave e-mail
and computer conferencing in the dust. These generic systems are already evolving into specific tools for such
purposes as: Project Coordination for increasing II. Customer Service cutting costs IV. Online Marketplaces
for generating V. Distributed Education new businesses VII.
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5: E-Mail Archives - Above and Beyond KM
Email Press Enquiries: Visit our Media page or email us at media@www.enganchecubano.com Travel Trade: Visit our
Travel Trade site or email us at www.enganchecubano.com

FCW Insider The House earlier this month passed a bill that would require the preservation of federal agency
electronic messages, including those at the White House. The New York Times said, breathlessly, on its
editorial page July The secrecy-obsessed White House is, of course, threatening a veto â€” one more effort to
deny Americans their rightful access to the truth about how their leaders govern or misgovern. One of the
worst kept secrets in government is that electronic documents have been ignored. Many agencies still do not
save e-mail records. Out of necessity, most agencies rely on users to determine whether an e-mail or electronic
document meets the definition of a government record that needs to be saved, and then many agencies merely
print those documents and put the hard copies into their existing record-keeping systems. This process has
been portrayed to be more complex than it needs to be. Most agencies are intimidated by the problem because
of the sheer number of electronic documents they create every day. There are solutions available, and we
understand the Air Force is being innovative in this arena, using commercial products to automate the entire
process. In part, that is because there is no good link between all this data and agency missions. That change
could and it can make archiving and storage an essential part of how an agency gets its job done. There is also
the difficult task of finding an adequate way of storing those electronic documents in a format that can be
maintained for generations. That vexing task has been dogging the National Archives and Records
Administration for years. It is sometimes said that soldiers will fight the last war rather then looking at coming
battles. That can be true for the electronic record archiving debate, too. While issues about e-documents linger,
there are fresh challenges ahead. As agencies come to use more Web 2. We hope and believe that the inherent
transparency of these tools will also provide historians with the discussions around issues because those
discussions will take place in the open. This is not a quixotic battle. If done right, it should help agencies tap
into the wealth of information they already have to accomplish their missions more effectively.
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